Hi [Name],

We've had two cases of scraping with MIT this term, last weekend and the weekend of 9/25. Can you pull together the information that [Name] is requesting?

Thanks!

> Quantify MIT Abuse Cases
> --------------
> 
> Key: OPS-1843
> URL: [http://jira.ithaka.org/browse/OPS-1843](http://jira.ithaka.org/browse/OPS-1843)
> Project: Operations
> Issue Type: Task
> Reporter: [Name]
> Assignee: [Name]
> Priority: High
>
> [Name] is requesting a summary of both recent MIT abuse incidents to include...
> Start / Stop times
> # of articles downloaded
> IPs of origin
> affects on servers
> ...any other relevant information as needed.

--
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